Two approaches toward the formal total synthesis of oseltamivir phosphate (Tamiflu): catalytic enantioselective three-component reaction strategy and L-glutamic acid strategy.
Two independent formal total syntheses of oseltamivir phosphate were successfully achieved: the first utilized a copper-catalyzed asymmetric three-component reaction strategy, and the second utilized L-glutamic acid γ-ester as a chiral source to install the correct stereochemistry. Both strategies used Dieckmann condensation to construct a six-membered ring core, after which manipulation of the functional groups and protecting groups accessed Corey's intermediate for the synthesis of oseltamivir phosphate. While the first synthesis was accomplished via four purification steps in 25.7% overall yield, albeit with moderate optical purity (76% ee), the second strategy achieved the synthesis via six purification steps in 19.8% overall yield with perfect enantiocontrol.